Spring 2018

THAT WAS A DIFFICULT WINTER FOLKS
The Winter of 2018, particularly the
month of March, will be one to be remembered for many years to come. It has been
a long time since we were hit with so many
damaging storms back to back. It seemed
like we were just recuperating from one
storm when the news outlets were forecasting another one coming. Fortunately, all
of that is in the past and Spring has finally
arrived. Nonetheless, it is important to
look back and reflect on the challenges we
underwent as a community and as a department. With the existing climate
change pattern, it wouldn’t surprise me if
we continue experiencing more pronounced weather events in the future.
During this past winter, the most damaging event occurred during the March 8th
storm, which had a combination of heavy
snow and strong winds. When those two
elements are present together in any storm,
trouble in any electrical utility can be expected. To make matters worse, this was a
wide scale storm and a lot of towns and
cities were affected in the northeast, and
resources for restoration were very thin. As
you know, the entire Town of Merrimac
was out of power for about 36 hours and
some areas, once power was restored to
most customers, were out for a few hours
longer. Merrimac has two major 23,000
Volts supply lines coming into Town
from the National Grid (“NGrid”) substation in Amesbury. Both of those lines
went out due to storm damages in the hard
to access Right of Way, making patrolling
and restoration efforts a challenge. Although Merrimac residents are not customers of NGrid, the Municipal Light
Department (“MLD”) is a transmission

customer of NGrid and our power gets routed
through their substations and portions of their
lines. The electrical grid across the nation is all
interconnected and for the power we purchase
from generators to get to Merrimac, it needs to be
routed thru the transmission lines and substations
owned by transmission companies such as NGrid.
When those lines outside of Merrimac go down,
NGrid has to correct the problem; making us depend on their restoration efforts. Unfortunately,
that storm brought down a lot of those supply
lines throughout the area and restoration took a
significant amount of time on their part. We appreciated their efforts considering all the damages
the region sustained and the fact that other communities were out for an even longer period.
Within Merrimac, we had a lot of tree damages
that greatly affected the electrical distribution system; however, all the damages wouldn’t have
amounted to a prolonged town-wide outage like
we experienced. The NGrid’s Account Manager
for the MLD did a good job trying to prioritize
Merrimac and other communities with municipal
light departments but an accurate restoration time
was difficult to obtain as it took a big effort to
assess the damages with off-road vehicles and with
helicopters. National Grid was able to restore one
of our supply lines by 12:30 PM on Friday the 9th
and from that point the MLD crews started restoring power to sections of town and discovering issues that came to light when power was restored.
We had a line crew that came from the Taunton
Municipal Light Plant to assist us on that Friday
and by 11 PM or so we had most customers up
and running except for customers that needed an
electrician to perform some work at the house-end
of their electrical service.
The MLD in conjunction with other departments
worked tirelessly to maintain the community safe
and informed. The Police Department, based on

information received from us and
other sources, was able to put out
two CodeRED calls and multiple
messages on their Facebook account, which is followed by many
in town, regarding the status of
power restoration. Between those
methods and the office staff answering calls from customers and
businesses, the public was kept up
to date with the restoration process.
When storms like this hit the
distribution system, the department has to prioritize response
and restoration efforts based on
safety situations and also repairs
of main lines within the town,
which will pick up the most
amount of customers. Smaller areas and single house services follow after. Most house services are
overhead and sometimes damages
are caused by tree branches within
the customer property. For that
reason, we advise homeowners to
make arrangements to maintain
tree branches away from house
services to avoid being out of
power for a longer period of time.
It is a difficult to be out of power
for a long time, especially with
the cold weather, but the MLD
staff worked diligently to correct
known problems in anticipation of
NGrid restoring our supply lines.
Quick outage restoration has always been a benefit of light departments and that continues to
be a priority for the MLD.

Lessons Learned From the Storms
The Municipal Light Department appreciates the patience shown by our customers who
were affected by the prolonged power outage. As difficult as this was, the vast majority
of the people that were looking for answers were very courteous and understanding of
the situation described to them. Thank You!!!
With internet service down from Comcast, the department had to rely heavily on the Police Dispatch center, the MLD office staff, the CodeRED system, and messages on
Facebook, put up through mobile devices. The Police Department (“PD”)did a great job
with the phone messages on CodeRED and updates through their Facebook account;
however some customers were not getting updates because they did not have their cell
phones registered on the CodeRED system, which is the Town’s Community Notification System, and others were not followers of the Facebook accounts of the PD or the
MLD. By going to the Town of Merrimac website, customers can register in the
CodeRED system and get information on major events concerning issues such as the
one we experienced. If you have Facebook, search for the Merrimac Municipal Light
Department and the Police Department and “Like” the pages so you can get updates that
way too. During major power outages, as information becomes available from the field,
the department updates our office personnel or the police dispatch center in the event
some customers are looking for updates. By having customers call the office or dispatch
instead of stopping the linemen out in the field, we are able to fully concentrate our limited field resources to correct the problem at hand in a timely fashion.
As mentioned earlier, by customers addressing potential trees or branches within their
properties that could come down during storms and damage the electrical house service,
they will have a shorter outage to deal with, as individual house services are typically
addressed last during major system issues. If wires are down, it is always important to
stay away from those wires until they are properly identified and addressed by the
proper personnel. During the storm, there were a number of electrical house service
wires that were low or on the ground and it took a while to get around to those to correct. It is also advised that if the house service is ripped off the house, an electrician is
contacted to do the repairs that fall under the responsibility of the homeowner. This will
also expedite the power restoration process. Each storm brings different challenges, but
as a community, just as we did during this major storm in March, we have to be prepared and pull together to overcome those challenges.
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Conserve Energy- Reduce Your Energy Bill
Take a moment to go to the Town of Merrimac website www.Merrimac01860.info and
go the Light Department page to find energy conservation material and read past newsletters with articles on how to reduce energy consumption. By becoming familiar with
different energy conservation techniques you can lower your monthly utility bills and
help reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions. Also, you can take advantage of the Light Department’s Appliance Rebate Program to buy energy efficient appliances. Contact our
office to find out more about this great rebate program.

Outstanding Electric Accounts
One of the hardest times of the year for all of us here is the time when we have to go out
to disconnect the service of a customer for months of non-payment. In some cases, the
customer has left town but in other cases, they are still living there. We want to advise
customers to make an effort to keep current with their accounts and if having difficulties
to contact the MLD to discuss a payment plan. The MLD is NOT doing reconnections
afterhours anymore therefore by avoiding being disconnected for non-payment a customer won’t run the risk of being without power thru the night. This will also reduce the
monthly expenses the MLD incurs in by allocating vehicles and staff to this task. By
contacting us and not waiting until your service is disconnected, you can avoid being
shutoff and help maintain our operating costs and electric rates down. Thank you.
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